Ask Catherine
Nov. 8th, 2021

Introduction:

We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input. Thanks for your questions! Questions as of Monday + Plus some late comers.

Organized by Categories:

Cash and Precious Metals
Covid-19
Feedback
Going Direct Reset
Health
Local Gatherings
Recommended Links
Shadow Work
Take Action
Testimonials
State of Our Currencies
Conclusion
Additional Resources
Question:

Hi All,

Quick question regarding some Gold and Silver valuation on US Debt Clock website.

Can we discuss what Dollar to Silver ratio, which is $3,048.00 and Dollar to Gold ratio, which is $21,291.00 mean....?

I know how it is derived, it is a product all the debt to the amount of Gold or Silver, but how does it relate to real life application..? Something to talk about I guess.

S.G.
**CAF Notes & Links:**

Debt clock very good - everyone should learn and use
Dollar to gold - not meaningful, change from 2013 to now is
If anything explains why silver is an opportunity.

**Question:**

Hi, Catherine. I have been listening to you for over a year. After getting a bit indoctrinated, I followed your recommendations and put my money in investments with an adviser you interviewed on the Solari report plus 20 percent in precious metals. The investments are primarily in fidelity dimensional funds. I am really feeling like the stock market is nothing more than a Ponzi scheme and am wondering if everything should be in precious metals. I have heard you say that you are still invested in stocks and am wondering if you still think that is the best policy. Thank you so much.

CC

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**My stock market holdings are:**

- Individual companies screened using my screen
- Hedged
- Run by an asset manager who is one of the 24%

Small compared to what I have put into my own businesses and to my people’s network
Stephanie Pomboy - why market overvalued - so is everything.

**Question:**
Hi Catherine,

Can you tell me if and how I can use your site for investment information? I have retirement invested funds now in bonds of various kinds. I want to be sure that the funds are secure for the future and aligned with my values in human rights and environmental protection. I'm looking for information.

By the way, I watched As in Heaven on the recommendation from your site. Absolutely lovely. I've given it as a Christmas gift and recommended it to friends.

I look forward to hearing from you.

PC

CAF Notes & Links:

Matter of law, refrain from investment advice
values in human rights and environmental protection - ESG hard to be specific
As it is in heaven is heavenly

Covid-19

Comment:

Here is a very solid lecture given by Dr. Simone Gold, in which she tells us how Kaiser Permanente here in the U.S. exerts undue influence on the U.S. Government to dictate vaccine policy, how we now know scientifically
that the vaccines do nothing whatsoever to stop transmission of the virus, and how Dr. Gold now believes that she has the necessary case, and the legal precedent, to end the vaccine mandates.


JM

CAF Notes & Links:

Gold is great - great speech as always

Comment:

This shocked me. It’s about a restaurant keeper that does not want to comply with CST (Covid Safe Ticket), which is mandatory since beginning this month over here. He found a sideway, announcing an event with invites, where it is allowed to have up to 500 attendants without CST. It’s a legal evasion technique. Read and weep (translated from Dutch)

See below the story of how things are going in our country. The government is issuing absurdly unconstitutional and discriminatory measures. Creative entrepreneurs adapt perfectly within the guidelines of these new absurd rules to be able to continue doing business without discrimination. These people’s rights are then trampled upon by those who are sworn to protect our rights in a way that you simply cannot imagine in your own country. With great display of power and unbelievably contempt as if they were above the law. If it weren’t a first-hand testimony from the manager himself, I would hardly believe it.

A private event is therefore allowed without CST and this up to 500 people, in contrast to the 200 people who appeared in the press everywhere. The police may never gain access to your private property without a signed search warrant and must identify themselves at all times and everywhere. But the fact that this government and part of its security forces have long since flouted the legislation they have sworn allegiance is of course not new. The question is what are we going to do about it. This
is still our country, right? They work for us, their wages are paid by us. Are we going to sit on the sidelines and watch in silence and gesture for nothing or are we going to stand up for each other, side by side?
I do not participate in fascism and discrimination, not yesterday, not today, not tomorrow.
Because if you allow this, your children will soon be next.
#NieWiederFaschismus #OpenUp
Open Up
Testimony Erik Poortmans owner of Julia Mechelen who closed the catering business to only do culinary evenings as private events with ticket sales:
“second morning after” – Julia is closed! They have invaded Julia 5 times since November 3 with a disproportionate police force. The first time to raise awareness, so to speak, on behalf of the Mechelen mayor Alex Vandersmissen. That it was so absurdly disproportionate says a lot about his vision and affinity with an authoritarian control state. “How did that work?”: you ask…the first time without ringing the bell, without knocking and therefore without permission, while the business was not yet open, just walked in (keep in mind that we are domiciled here and that the building outside opening hours so is private) WITHOUT HOUSE SEARCH. I am “sensitized” (read manipulated, threatened and intimidated). On November 3rd at 5.50 pm, just before the start of the first event, a person comes to the door. Despite his mouth mask, I recognize him as one of sensitizers. “If you go on straight away, we’ll come in (harassment, provocation, manipulation, threats) He stops at the door and addresses ALL passers-by (read potential participants of the event). He intimidates and threatens with fines if anyone enters our house 4 participants subsequently drop out out of fear. I start filming him during his action and he immediately drops off. The camera now remains actively focused on the portal. He does not return. At 7:40 pm they invade with a disproportionate botinnekes force. They don’t legitimize themselves except by pointing to their beautiful upper bracelet (ahem...how do we know this from?)
Despite my initial resistance and request for a search (private event!!) This is refused with the totalitarian words: “No need, we can do everything!” They push me out of the doorway, fist on my chest. They push me away. make their way into the sitting room where 16 guests are present They do not identify themselves and demand their CST and ID from all participants Some resist, pointing out the character of the meeting and their rights The attitude of the “botinnekes” is brazen. Participants are threatened,
manipulated and intimidated (fines, arrest,…). Everyone will eventually – logically – give in. I continue to resist, especially when they ask for a statement and ID from my Pluszoon (underage 17). I resist me and tell me that this is not allowed without the prior consent of the parents “We can do everything!” The next action they enter the working area of my kitchen. My wife points out the ban in accordance with the haccp. “We can do everything”, my wife repeats …he steps back…a bit of back and forth discussion. The next action is to claim a printout of the GKS (white cash register). This cannot be done without a closing day. My wife says several times that it doesn’t work. They threaten to confiscate the cash register… (read: without a search – private event). They eventually leave the shop and continue to turn around outside the shop for at least another fifteen minutes. The economic damage is enormous!!! This is just the story of the first raid!

Second day: in the afternoon the raiding detective brings a letter (read legal text – threat of closure) from our mayor Alex Vandersmissen and an administrative report of yesterday’s raid. We decide to catch our breath and wisely take Vandersmissen’s threatening letter to heart. We close Julia and call off all participants. In the evening (doors closed, lights out, Julia is obviously closed and I’m cooking for my family in Julia’s kitchen. The botinnekes power is at the door again (yes, 7 broad-shouldered rulers wearing bulletproof vests) I open the door and they invade (WITHOUT A HOME SEARCH!!! JULIA IS VISUALLY CLEARLY CLOSED – AND SO PRIVATE) They make their way back into the garden, the toilets…WHERE ARE THEY!?WHERE DO WE FIND THEM!? The tone is extremely mocking and some gentlemen have a provocative smile and attitude They don’t like it (Ahnee, we’re closed…) They demand the list of participants of the second day’s event I refuse and react agitated It gives lasted long enough to demand that they respect my rights and leave my home…this is met with laughter, I get another gentle push from a behind-the-shoulder shoulder and they leave my private space) READ, SHINE AND WEEP…this is Belgium , this is Vivaldi…”

KH

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Comment:
Good news for anyone who got tricked into getting the CLOT SHOT

Great News: Ozone Treatments REVERSE Blood Clots Caused by Covid Shots – Here’s Visual Evidence

other info here – https://www.simplyo3.com/

WH

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

First let me say you are one of my favorite people to listen to, your mind is brilliant and your heart more so! Thank you for all you’ve fought for all these years and thank you for your guidance today.

My husband is employed by the university as well as many friends. My husband was at one time the head football coach, thus our University President, who sent this letter is a good friend as we’ve all been here for 20+ years. Joe is well aware of how we feel as I’ve sent many things for the past year regarding our football teams health as I care about these kids and because our twin sons are also a part of the team.

I’m going to submit the “Notice” from your site from Children’s Health Defense regarding employers, universities mandating vaccines. I also am going to submit a T cell test for each of them provided it comes back the way we think it will, showing they each have natural immunity. I’m going to submit the religious exemption for all of them. My husband is getting a letter from his heart doctor that feels as well do, this is not a vaccine and he has much proof within his practice of injury and death of his patients due to the jab. He will state my husband is at high risk of heart damage because of his history.

I would love to submit something saying ivermectin and/or HCQ taken prophylactically are recognized as vaccines in many counties around the
world. Judy Mikovits stated she got her 93 year old father’s physician, in California no less, to say he was vaccinated because he was taking ivermectin. I cannot find anything official that would state this and would love something if your organization has something they could provide. I should state I only want to submit all these requests for exemption to show the insanity of it all, not because we even expect any of them to be honored.

We are in a position unlike most people where we don’t need my husband to keep this job, and my son already said he will go to another college and student coach next year if it comes to this. Our son that plays on the team isn’t paid by the university so this does not apply to him. My husband will not resign, yet I’m not sure how this will play out and would love your insight. Another thought if this progresses is how to make this very public since my husband is well known and loved in our community and also in the larger sports world. And finally, could our Governor stop this as has happened in other states regarding the companies with 100 or more employees? We are a state university and the letter alludes to funding being withheld if the university doesn’t comply. Which is truly unbelievable as ALL of this is. I want to make a difference for others and need some guidance.

The letter is below and it’s worth noting our President has a brilliant mind, great heart, his dad was a respected doctor in this area…the old time kind that made house calls. Joe in law school while working in DC for our former university president when he was a senator.

Thank you!

CAF Notes & Links:

Question: (Note: Catherine, he included 5 photos. However, only two had serious CT's in them.)

Hi Catherine,
Blessings to you and hope you are over your cold. What a trooper you are to do M & M + ask Catherine while ill.

About 2 weeks ago I drove from a small Colorado mountain town to Dallas, Texas. Prior to leaving Colorado the Chem Trail spraying was enormous (last two photos). I first drove to Taos, New Mexico and the spraying there was worse. A few days ago I read that Covid/Delta has increased most rapidly in Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona. (Friends in Vegas report excessive out of ordinary spraying in their area about the same time frame.)

I believe they are expanding their spraying to include either the 'virus' or a synergistic element.

Odd that the documentaries: "What in the world are they spraying" and "What in the world are they spraying" 2010 and 2012 respectively, have not been updated.

Could you please discuss the role of role of ChemTrails in the plandemic on Ask Catherine?

Many thanks,
Feedback

Going Direct Reset
Health

Local Gatherings

Recommended Links

Digital Drivers License
Comment:

The New Digital Driver’s License Will Include Your Vaccine Status – May Eventually Include Your Credit Score, Travel Records and Social Credit Score (VIDEO)

THE MOST DANGEROUS TECHNOLOGY EVER INVENTED Part Three

Federal Appeals Court Blocks Biden’s ‘Big-Company’ Vaxx-Mandate

And this: What can we learn from the rst multi-state DDL Pilot?

Thanks,
A.G.

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:

Exposing the SCAM that is called a “Pandemic” – as always – Follow the money Video:

Wolfgang Wodarg | Full Interview | Planet Lockdown

Thanks,

W.W.

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:
CHD TV has been knocking it out of the park! ‘The Jerusalem Report.’
Wow!

Ilana Rachel Daniel mentions CAF (“There are things worse than death.”) toward the end. Brian Hooker’s interview (all of them really) with Jessica Rose, PhD on VAERS. Also Chris Shaw. Also, also, also. Of course, Mary and Polly. Similar format to Money and Markets, as they go through news reports.

https://live.childrenshealthdefense.org/

JM  #168913

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Comment:

[Twitter User Video Showing the Shifting Narrative in Vaccine Efficacy](https://news.grabien.com/story-twitter-user-video-showing-shifting-narrative-vaccine-effica)

MC

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Comment:

[Reconciliation Provisions Draconian Social Engineering](#)

ST
CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:
Will help all to see the “Big Picture”

Into the buzzsaw?
Quite a number of the names on that list are very old, irrelevant, or even passed on. Hmmm.

AUSTRALIA: The List of the 28 Pedophile Politicians Has Been Released

JL

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Comment:

Dr. Igor Shepherd: Covid is a Global Military Operation, We’re Facing Genetic Genocide

WH

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Comment:

EXCLUSIVE – VAERS data shows 100% of reported Covid-19 Vaccine Deaths were caused by just 5% of batches produced and the majority were sent to red Republican States across the USA

LN

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Comment:

This appeared in the WSJ on 1st November. Given the huge role they want to play in our post vaccine passport future, and the authors I thought it
worth sharing. Even the image they used to illustrate it replaces Michael
Angelo’s hand of god to Adam – with an AI hand…

The Challenge of Being Human in
the Age of AI
Reason is our primary means of understanding the
world. How does that change if machines think?
By Henry Kissinger, Eric Schmidt and Daniel Huttenlocher
Nov. 1, 2021 6:35 pm ET

The Challenge of Being Human in the Age of AI

JM

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Dear Catherine,
It was reported when Ollie Stone's JFK Revisited: Through the Looking
Glass was debuted in Cannes that no American distributor would pick it
up and that the film would be distributed in Europe.
I tracked down Altitude who has a posting under "coming soon"

Any chance you've seen the film?

JFK Revisited: Through the Looking Glass

WH

CAF Notes & Links:
Important news on Canadian resistance:

Thousands of Canadian Aviation Professionals Join Hub for Pilots and Passengers Against Mandatory Vaccine

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Question:

I have a son considering entering the trades. Does anyone have any recommendations on getting a real world business education (outside of college) for running your own small business? Resources, books, etc. Thank you!

LI

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Question:

A friend of mine shared this YouTube with me. They want to put the keys to encryption into the hands of the user so that our data is completely protected from those who are storing it or stealing it.
Can the brilliant people on this great site give me some feedback on what you think? I want to support the campaign however I am not tech-savvy enough to completely understand what they are creating.

LG

**CAF Notes & Links:**

---

First they came . . .

---

FIRST they came for the old and frail
But I did not speak out

But I did not speak out
Because I was healthy.

Then they came for shopkeepers and publicans

But I did not speak out

Because I used Amazon.

Then they came for the churches

But I did not speak out

Because they capitulated.

Then they came for the healthy

But I did not speak out

Because it was ‘safe and effective’.

Then they came for the children

But I did not speak out

Because they were spreaders.

Then they came for the unvaccinated

But I did not speak out
Because they were dangerous.

Then they came for my home, my car, my savings

And there was no one left to speak for me.

AFC

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Hi Catherine,

I’ve heard you refer several times to your top states. I think I wrote them down from an Ask Catherine just a few weeks ago.

My wife and I are looking at our opportunities and where might be a good jurisdiction to move to either permanently or temporarily in the US.

Could you describe your method of analysis to pick out the best states and jurisdictions? I’ve heard you refer to state debt, and there are obviously the passports, but what else? I’m definitely willing to do the due diligence, but I’d appreciate some guidance.

Thank you so much!

P

CAF Notes & Links:
Testimonials

State of Our Currencies

Conclusion:

Additional Resources:

Other:
Question:
CAF Notes & Links:
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Subscriber input